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Sub-area within AI/Keywords
Subset Selection, Combinatorial Optimization, Coresets, Combinatorial Information Measures, Efficient Training, Active Learning, Robustness, Fairness, Personalization, Human Assisted AI, Feature Selection and Model Compression

Suggested Duration
The suggested duration of the tutorial is 3 hours, 30 mins, plus 30 mins break, i.e., a half-day tutorial.

Tutorial Outline
Machine learning, and specifically deep learning has transformed numerous application domains like computer vision and video analytics, speech recognition, natural language processing, and so on. As a result, significant focus of researchers in the last decade has been on obtaining the most accurate models, often matching and sometimes surpassing human level performance in these areas. However, deep learning is also unlike human learning in many ways. To achieve the human level performance, deep models require large amounts of labeled training data, several GPU instances to train, and massive size models (ranging from hundreds of millions to billions of parameters). In addition, they are often not robust to noise, imbalance, and out of distribution data, and can also easily inherit the biases in the training data. Motivated by these desiderata and many more, we will present a rich framework of subset selection and coreset based approaches. We will begin by studying the theoretical aspects of subset selection, such as the modeling paradigms of coresets and submodularity, and the resulting optimization algorithms and theoretical properties. We will then study the application of subset selection to a number of areas like: a) compute-efficient training of deep models, b) label efficient methods like active learning, c) feature selection and model compression, d) targeted subset selection for robust, fair, and personalized learning, and e) human assisted learning. An important component of this tutorial will be a hands-on session where we will present a number of toolkits developed as a part of DECILE (www.decile.org), which include SUBMODLIB (submodular optimization), CORDS (coresets and subset selection for compute efficient training), DISTIL (Active learning), and TRUST (targeted subset selection).

Goal of the tutorial
The goal of this tutorial is to provide a gentle introduction to ideas in combinatorial optimization, coresets and submodularity to the broader machine learning and deep learning researchers, and ground this in applications. Specifically, we believe that the applications presented in this tutorial in areas such as label efficient, compute efficient, robust, fair and personalized learning will enable researchers to think beyond just improving the model accuracy and in broader yet important aspects like Green AI, fairness, robustness, personalization, data efficiency and so on. Furthermore, the hands-on demonstrations will also be useful to students and researchers from industry to get oriented in and practically stated with these topics. Another goal of this tutorial is to connect researchers working on theoretical and algorithmic areas to the numerous applications where their work can have impact, and vice-versa. The target audience of this tutorial are practitioners in deep learning and machine learning as well as researchers working on more theoretical areas in optimization in machine learning.

Content of the Tutorial
A growing number of machine learning problems involve finding subsets of data points. Examples range from selecting subset of labeled or unlabeled data points, to selecting subsets of features or parameters of a deep model, to selecting subsets of data for outsourcing predictions to humans (human assisted machine learning). The tutorial would encompass a wide variety of topics ranging from theoretical aspects of subset selection e.g., coresets, submodularity, determinantal point processes, to several practical applications, e.g., time and energy efficient learning, learning under resource constraints, active learning, human assisted learning, feature selection, model compression, feature induction, fair, robust and personalized machine learning etc.

We believe that this tutorial will prove very useful since, a) subset selection is naturally emerging and has often been considered in isolation in several of the above applications, and b) by connecting researchers working on both the theoretical and application domains above, we can foster a
In addition to going over the theory of subset selection and the numerous applications discussed above, we will also have an hands-on session, which we describe in the next section in detail.

**Part I: Theory of Subset Selection (45 mins)**
- Submodular Optimization (15 mins)
- Coresets (15 mins)
- Combinatorial Information Measures and Optimization (15 mins)

**Part II: Applications (1 Hour, 30 Mins)**
- Compute Efficient Training of Deep Models (15 mins)
- Active Learning (15 mins)
- Targeted Subset Selection (15 mins)

**Part III: Hands-On Session (1 Hour 15 mins)**
- SubmodLib (15 mins)
- CORDS (15 mins)
- DISTIL (15 mins)
- APRICOT (15 mins)
- TRUST (15 mins)

### Hands-On Session

A critical part of this tutorial will be a hands-on session where we will go over a few demos on subset selection algorithms and applications.

- **SUBMODLIB**: We will begin by going over submodlib (https://github.com/decile-team/submodlib) which implements a number of submodular functions and optimization algorithms (e.g., variants of the greedy algorithm). We will also go over the submodular mutual information and conditional gain functions. We will review the utility of these in two concrete use cases, namely data subset selection for efficient training and data summarization. SUBMODLIB also serves as the backbone for the libraries below.

- **CORDS**: Next, we will also cover CORDS (https://github.com/decile-team/cords) to provide an overview of coresets and subset selection approaches for speeding up deep learning training.

- **DISTIL**: We will also cover DISTIL (https://github.com/decile-team/diltil) to provide an overview of active learning approaches for deep learning.

- **APRICOT**: We will also cover APRICOT (https://github.com/jmschrei/apricot) to provide an overview of submodular optimization for machine learning.

- **TRUST**: Finally, we will also cover TRUST (https://github.com/decile-team/trust) which uses subset selection for robust learning, fairness, and personalization.

In each of the cases above, we will prepare google colab notebooks and go over them in the tutorial. The hope is that after the tutorial, the participants can get hands-on experience and get started on using the stated libraries and tools.

### Other Details

**Estimated number of participants**: Based on similar tutorials in the past, we estimate the size of the audience to be around 100. This is based on similar workshops which were organized at leading conferences (e.g., ICML, NIPS, IJCAI, CVPR, etc.) and the recent SubSetML 2021 workshop at ICML 2021 which had close to 50 papers submitted and around 100 attendees.

**Prerequisite knowledge**: To ensure broad reach, we will make the tutorial as self-contained as possible. The only major pre-requisite knowledge is a reasonable understanding of...
machine learning and a basic understanding of deep learning and optimization. We expect most attendees of AAAI to have the prerequisite knowledge.

**Supplementary Content:** For completeness, we add the video links to some previous tutorials which cover similar topics.

ICML 2020 Tutorial by Rishabh and Ganesh: [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0d0zT9w93RR00LSVUJiORomakvZTw](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG0d0zT9w93RR00LSVUJiORomakvZTw)

ISIT 2018 Tutorial by Jeff: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TEEnbSHM6M](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TEEnbSHM6M)


**Similar Past Events**

This is the first time this exact workshop is being organized. However, there are a few prior prior tutorials and workshops that are related. This is a testimony to the importance of this area. Furthermore, some of the tutorials and workshops below have run by a subset of the organizers. Most of the tutorials/workshops below have been on specific topic areas (e.g., DPPs, submodularity, learning with less data, etc). In this tutorial, we will bring several of these sub-communities together under the umbrella of subset selection. Furthermore, different from previous tutorials, this tutorial will have a heavy focus on applications and hands on components. In fact, this is the first tutorial, which will have a significant hands-on component for practitioners to get their hands dirty with. Furthermore, many of the tutorial organizers have presented tutorials on related topics in the past (e.g., Rishabh and Ganesh at IJCAI 2020 and ECAI 2020, Jeff at NIPS 2013, CVPR 2016, and ISIT 2018). Moreover, all four of the tutorial speakers co-organized the SubSetML 2021 workshop at ICML 2021 which was a grand success (around 50 submissions and 10 invited talks, and over 100 attendees of the workshop).

1. IJCAI 2020 and ECAI 2020 Tutorials: "Combinatorial Approaches for Data, Feature and Topic Selection and Summarization" (co-organized by Ganesh Ramakrishnan and Rishabh Iyer)
2. ISIT 2018 tutorial on Submodularity in Information and Data Science by Jeff Bilmes
3. ICML 2013 Tutorial on Submodularity in Machine Learning co-organized by Stefanie Jegelka and Andreas Krause

**This tutorial is NOT part of a continuing series and this is the first instance of this tutorial.**
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